
WHEN, IF EVER, CAN WE EXPECT GOVERMENTAL 

PLANNING TO WORK: ON PREMATURE PROGRAMMING 

OF PLANNING 

Por Krisler Stahlberg• 

l. The premaLure quest for planning

In a recenL and, for our purposes, quile peninent paper Martin Landau et. al. havc
started out by saying: "If a domain of tasks can be mapped to a formal logic, and if that

logic ·orders the behavior of a large complex organization, then that organizalion 
becomes a decision machi ne whose operations are entirely unambiguous and ,whose 
output occasions no surprise."1 I shall take it that within this compaCl sentenr:c is 
contained the utopian goal of those social engineers who but too willingly have prcssed 
for alterations in governmental decision-making in arder to map public affairs wilh a 
logic of raLionality. 

Since the first <leca.des of this century the tradiLional emphasis in governmcnlal 
decision-making has been on Lhe specificalion of Lhe resourccs given lO public 
agencies.2 Distinctions have bcen made betwccn•a number uf ¡·nput-factors and control 
and audiLing has been developcd in terms of the use of these factors. Wilhin the rcalm of 
the budgetary system this traditional emphasis has made it possible to rounter 
corruption by specifying what re-sources •are given to what agency for what use. BuL, 
knowing that a new official is going to be hired and thaL he really was hired, does, 
however, te11 us _little about what is actually achicved by Lhe allocatcd resources. 

In arder to know what goods are produced we must alloc.:ate Lhe cosl and the 
resources to,some group of acLivities with identifiable purposes. Thus the budgetary 
appropriations musL be made in Lerms of programs intended to result in certain 
performances. WiLh such a functional approach lo Lhe budgeting we can move toward 
knowing what performances are funded with whaL money. 

Given our rationalistic concerns, we are not satisfied by exprcssing costs for 
government performances. We want to know whaL specific products or goods are 

• Professor in Public al ABO Academy, Finland. This anide ollllmes a theon•til·al frame.tha1
is used for a book comparing planning experiences in the llnited States ami Fillland. 

1 See Martín Landau & Russel Stoul & Jonalhan Bendor, To Manage Is Not To Control: Or 
the Folly of Type II Errors, paper lo be published in Public Administra/ion Rev,ew, 1979. 

2 This part pf the article draws heavily from a shorl and pointed summary of the development 
by Bertram M. Gross, The New Systems Budgeling, Public Administration Review, nr 2, 1969, pp. 
1 U-87. For a comparable rt'vicw o( the developmenls in Finland, see Kri.�ter Stahlbert, Plancring, 
Planeringstankande och Reformstralegi Inon Statsforvaltningen (Planning, Planning Jdcologies 
and Strategies of Reform wilhin the. Public\Administralion) in a book by the aulhor, Politik och 
Planering (Polilics and Planning), Abo, Publicalions of the Research Inslitule of the Abo 
Akademy Foundation, nr 20. 1978, pp. u's-77. 
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produced by the performances of the government. Thus we want to classi[y the prnducts 
and to relate these categories of products or outputs to the costs of the production. With 
unambiguous definitions o[ products we can calculate the cost per unit of production, 
thus h.aving grounds for shifting badly used money for more effective performanc:es. 

At this stage we know about the costs of input factors that are grouped in 
perfomance packages intended to produce identifiable units of output. Our next 
concern then is with the objectives of producing specific units of output. Why wou]d we 
want to make a certain number of arrests orto move a certain number of people from a 
place to another? We are interesred in the goals of specific programs, i. e. in the 
outcomes that we want to be brought about by the outputs. The concern is with 
establishing clear categories o[ concerns in our common endeavours. 

The categories of concerns, our goals or objectives, are many, We want to reach 
many goals simultaneously. Such a want directs our attention the multitude of relations 
between goals and between goals �nd programs or performance packages. We want to 
make choices between alternative combinations o[ performa·nce packages in arder to 
meet as many concerns as possible. 

Since we want to relate alternative performance packages to our overriding 
concerns, we want to express as precisely as possible what we are relating the 
performances to. Thus-we strive ta find indicators of those future worlds that we want to 
bring about by choosing among alternative performances. 

As rationalists we are starting to fee) increasingly comfortable. Not only do we 
know what we want to bring about, we also know that there are different sets of 
activities resulting in different amounts of oulput that are associated with different costs 
Cor input factors. The only crux o[ the matter is that we do not really know whether our 
output brings the intended outcomes about. Thus we recognize the need for tareful 
analyses o[ the relationships 'between outputs and outcomes. We have finally come 
around to realize that in arder to be rational we ought to know what we are doing. 

It seems to me that this simplified and somewhat provocative account of the steps 
leading from cost awareness to performance budgeting, to planning programming 
budgeting systems, to social indicators and to policy ana)ysis, does sum up much of the 
motivating thrust of the rationalistic movement.� lt does also point to the fact that only 
recently have there evolved a ful) awareness o[ the cruciality to avoid what Landau et. al. 
call the folly of committing type II errors, e. e. LO accept as true a hypotheses that is in 
fact false.� 

A type II error is committed by launching full scale governmental policies that are 
not empiricaUy warranted. In these cases bureaucracies are set up and interests are 

3 A view Lhal is on the whole consistem with one we are expressing in this arlicle on the 
devclopment of management. information systems can be found in Aaron Wildavsky, Policy 
Analysis is What Infonnation Systems Are Not, New York Magazine, spring 1977. The 
relationship belween Lhe development as here described in a general way and the management 
information system fads can be aquired by looking at the summarizing symposia l')eld around 1hese 
systems, A Symposium: Planning-Programming-Budgeting System Reexamined: Developmem, 
Analysis, and Critidsm, Publ1c Administration Review, nr 2, 1969, pp. 111-202, A Symposium, 
Managemenl hy Objectives in the Puhlic Seétor, Pub lle AcÍmini.strafion Review, nr 1, 1976, pp. 1-
15, Forum, (on zero-base budgeling), The Bureaucral, nr. 1, 1977, pp. 3-87, A symposium, Policy 
Analysis in Governmenl: Ahernatives to "MmldlingThrough", Public Administra/ion Review, nr 
3, 1977, pp. 221-63. 

4 Landau & al., '?P cit. 
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vesLed in a way that may lead to an aggravation rather than solution of the problem. 
This type o[ institutionalization of programs we call premature programming.5 

My purpose here is to shi[t the focus somewhat an<l: to look upon the introduction 
o[ governmental planning systems as cases of premature programming. Thus I want to 

give reasons for interpreting the planning debate within mixed economies as pointing 
to disappointments in premature programmihg of planning. I a1so want to iridicate 
sorne consequences o[ this type of programming even if a fuller empirical 
demonstration must await the publication of a book that I am working on. 

2. .A further thread in the definitional web of planning

It is commonplace to note that plannif!g has been deíined in almost as many ways
as there has been writers on the subject. Since I have felt that planning has been defined 
either in too general or too specific terms, I feel compelled not to make an exception to 
the habit of starting out with a definitional excursus. 

In a general definition planning has been equated with attemps to control the 
consequences of our actions.6 Such a definition indeed seems to imply that planning 
being_ everything perhaps is nothing. The formulation to me could as well be offered as 
a definition of decision•making in general. As we make decisions we choose among 
alternative courses o( action in order to bring sorne intended consequenses about. A 
formulation of this kind disregards the fact that introduction o( planning usually 
means institutionalizing new decision•making procedures. The definition also, o[ 
course, qmses practical problems. How are we to determine when sorne decision•makerS 
atlempl to control the consequences of their actions.? 

Planning also has been defined in too specific terms as when it is defined as the 
process by which a decision•maker selects a course o( action (a set of means) for the 
attainment o( his ends.7 The planning is good if these means are likely to attain the ends 
or maximize the chances o( their attainment. Formulations of this kind, it seems to me, 
equates planning with rational behavior in a traditional formal sense. We are to 
distinguish ends and means and to relate these to each other in order to find the best or 
al least a feasible solution. I find this to be too specific a formulation because it tends to
allow only for form'al rationai planning. As I shall try to show, this is but one type of 
planning. 

In order to pursue a middle•of.the•road argument I shall first try to distinguish 
planning as a specific kind �f decision•making process and then try to distinguish 
between diUerent types of planning. 

In order to define planning as a type o( decision•making process I shall make use· o( 
two de[initional dimensions. Firstly, planning often is said to deal with not over ora 

5 op. cil. 
6 See"Aaron Wifdavsky, 1f Planning is Everything, Maybc il's Nothing, Poficy Schiences, nr 1, 

1973, pp. 127-53, also in Naomi Caiden & Aaro11 Wildiwsky, Planning and Budgcling in Poor 
Countrics, John WiJ.ey &: Sons, New York, 1974. An exc::hange o[ opinions on this way o( defining 
planning occurred in Aaron Wildawiky, Why Planning Fails in Nepal, Administrative Snence 
Quarterly, nr 4, 1972, pp. 508-28, Kenji Okuda, Comments on Wildavsky's "Why Planning Fails in 
Nepal", and Wildavsky's rcplay, Administrative Science Quarter/y, nr 4, 1973, pp. 544-52. 

7 Sce Edward C. Banjield, Ends and Means in Planning, in Fafudi, (ec.l.), A Reader in 
Planning Theory, Oxlord, 1973, p. 139. A definilion to the samcdfect has been given by Herberl 
Simon b V1ctor Thompson & Donald Smithburg, Public Adminis1ration, New York, 1950, p. 423. 
In Stahlberg, op. ciL., pp. 17-221 have discussed differeñt dcfinitions o( planning in more c.letail. 
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(ew but with many decisions. Thus pfanning processes seem to be decision-making 
processes within which many decisions are deliberated upon simultaneously. Secondly, 
planning seldom seems to be equated with short ruJ\ ad hoc decision-making. On the 
contrary, planning is usually rela�ed to an orientation toward the future. Thus 
planning processes seem to be decision-making processes within which the future 

_ consequences of the intended decisions are deliberated upon. 
Using both of the distinctions made, we gel the following simple typology of 

decision-making prncesses: 

The number of decisions that 
are  prepared wi th in the 
decision-making process: 

one ar few 

many 

The decision-making process is directed toward: 

short-term 
consequences 

Adminislrative decision 
processes 

Budgetary processes 

long-term 
consequences 

Investment decision 
processes 

PLANNJNG 

As I have done it elsewhere I shall not here comment on the four types of decision
making processes.8 Suffice it to say that planning within the typology 1is distinguished 
from other types of decision-making and that with planning J shall understand a 
decision-making process within which many decisions are prepaTed simultaneously 
with an orientation toward the long-term consequences o/ the mtended decisions.

This definition is only intended to delimit planning from other decision-making 
processes. Thus it <loes not distinguish between different ways we can go about 
planning. We therefore need to break down the general category of planning into more 
specific process categories. I shall attempt such a break clown by offering an additional 
simple typology. 

Firstly, p]anning can be categorized according to the degree of formalization of 
planning. A formalized planning refers to processes that are programmed in detail. 
Such programming denotes who should do what, when and in what way. The type of 
data to be compiled and the logic to be used in making calculations based on the data 
are given a priori. Adhering LO simplicity I shall distinguish between strong and weak 
formalization of planning. 

Secondly, I wam to categorize planning according to a subjective ar attitudinal 
factor. It seems to me that planners - or perhaps the planning agencies - can be divided 
into planners who percieve themselves and the agency to be relatively independent of its· 
surrounding and planners who percieve themselves and the agency to be relatively 
dependent on the surrounding. The former planners act as if they had a high command 
over decision-making priorities and the mobilizatipn of resources. The latter ones, of 
course, do not percieve themselves to have such a freedom. 

Here I prefer to make this discincüon in subjective terms since I assume that the 
orientation among planners will manifest itself in the way they go about planning. 

8 See Slahlberg, op. cil. and Krister Slahfberg, Balans oc.h Obalans i Utvecklanclet av 
Kommunal Plancring, in Dag Andar & Kns/er Slahlberg, (eds.), Pofitih och Fomaltning,
Publicalions of lhe Research Instüute of the Abo Akademy Foundation, nr. 25, 1978, pp. 58-101 
(Balance and lmbalann· in the developmcnt oí local plannÍ"ng). 

·'

l 

l 
1 
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Also it seems clear that the perceptions of the planners do not necessarily have to concur 
with th.e actual circumstances of the planners or the agenty. But under cases of 
noncOncurrence I assume lhat the views of the planners w.ill significantly influence ,the 
way the go about planning, i. e., the type o( planning they attempt to instiLUtionalize. 
This, of course, is not to say that such atterripts will be successful. 

Using the two distinctions I have made, we gel the following typology of planning: 

The degree of formalization 
of the planning 
process is: 

strong 

weak 

The dependency of the planning organization on 
its surrounding is percieved to be: 

hígh low 

Adaptive planning Technical planning 

Corporalivistic planning Political planning: 

There would, of course, be ample cause to elaborate on th-e four types of planning 
in details.9 Here I shall however regard them ideal types of planning. Thus l assume 
that each type of planning will, when institutionalized in concrete organizations, tend 
to show sorne characteristic features. Perhaps ali featurés will not occur simultaneously 
in ali situ3tions, but enúmerating these features will make iL possible to grasp the 
nature of the types of planning. If we consider the intentional aspect o[ planning we can 
regard the set of features attac_:hed to each type o( planning as a guideline far those 
institutionalizing planning systems. 

The characteristic features of the four types of planning can be listed according to a 
number o( aspects of decision-making p.rocesses. In choosing the aspects according to 
which the (eatures are enumernted I have taken account of aspects, that have been 
frequently mentioned in the decision-making literature focussing on the controversy 
between rationalists and incrementalists.10 

I shall take it that the enumeration o( features o[ the four types o[ planning speaks far 
itself. Instead I shall try to end thi-s definitional excursus by indicating the resemblance of 
thé-(our types of planning to fome other decision-making ar planning typologies. 

It is evident from the enumerated feamres that technical planning far practica} 
purposes can be equated with rationalistic decision-making, Technical planning ideals 
are what mostattempts to improve governmental decision-making have been geared to. I 
triecl to indicate the plausibilit}' of such an interpretation in the first section of the artide. 

9 The four lypes of planning have been discussed in more detail in Stahlberg, op. cit. I have 

later found out thaL the typology seems lO be dosel y related to an influemial typology of decision
making, see James D. Thompson &: Arthur Tuden, Strategies, Structures and Processes of 
Organizational Decision, in James D. Thompson et al. (eds.), Comparative Studies · in
Adminütration, University oí Pittsburg Press, 1959, pp: 195-215. Also see Martín Landau, The 
Concepl of_ Decisio�, in James· B. Christopher &: Bernard E. Brown, (eds.), Cases in Comparative
Politics, 3rd ed., Lutle Brown &: Co, BoslOn, 1976. 

10 Sorne lmportant commenls in this controversy are, David Braybrooh &: Charles E.
Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision: Policy Evaluation as a Social Proces, The Free Press, Ncw 
York, 1963 and Charles E. Lindblom, The Science of Muddling Through, Public Administration
Review, nr 1, 1959, pp. 79-88. See also Amitai Etzioni, The Active Society, Free Press,,New York, 
1968, pp. 254-68, and Yehezkttl Dror, Muddling Through-Science or Inerlia, Public
-Administration Reuiew, nr 2,, 1964., pp. 153-57.



< Characreristics of the four types of planning: 

Aspecrs: Adaplive Technical Corporalivistic Polüical 

l. Division of planning Detailed division, starts Detailed division, scans o. Unclear division, start:; Unclea_r division, starts 
z imo stages by Iooking at Lrends by seuing goals Cor che by noting the views o[ by anal y sis of problem-
o outside the organization the future partidpants in planning areas 
ü 2. Seuing of goals Weak goalseuing, goals Developed goalsetting, No real goalseuing, No real  goa lSeuing, 

in relation to trends means-end hierarchies goals are chosen in goals are chosen in rela-
f-< outside the organization connection lO means tion to problems 

z 3. Nature of df'ci:-;ion- Comprehensive decision- Cominuous planning, Decisions are made Oe c i s i o n s  ar e mad e  
making making in relaLion LO decisions are rarely stepwise as agreement perio dica 11 y based on 

Cl Lrends oULside the made regardless of is reached�paniality negoliation around pro-
< organizaLion rnmprehf'nsive plans jects - neither parrial or 
'" comprehensive 
o 

< 1. Panies with interests Panies within the Elected representatives Ali parties with Cooperation with par-
in decisioi1s organizaLion .are seen as goalinter- interests írom out- ties outside and inside 

tested, specialists have Lhe organization side the organizarion 
'" meansinteresu, 
o,: 

5. The position of Staff wilh expens Sraff wüh expens Independent com- Project o r g a nization 
planning unit wilhin miuee orga.nization with mixe d ffian ning 
the organization

6. InformaLion Trendinformation Large formalized Panies to decision- Panies have information 
produnion information systems making have their in(ormation is separately 

analysis of informaLion own information gathered within projects 

7. S,•arch for New measures as tn•nds Man y ahernatives are Restricted 'analyses of AILernativ e s  analys e d  
alternaliv('.s are worrying sough1 and heavily alternatives according within projects, when 

analysed, cost-benefit to agreemen1s among agreement exists formal 
comparisons panies methods can be used 

8. Criteria of <l(•cision- Al:'cordann· of means Optimizing goal- Agreemerit among Agreement in negotia-
making ,·vith outside trends, attainmenl. Lechnical parties Who have veto- Lions about the resuhs of 

adap1ive criteria criteria power-corporative projects, political criteria 
"' criteria 
"' 
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The political planning approach <loes bear much resemb]ance to incrementalistic 
decision-making. By talking about polüical planning J wanl, however, Lo indicate that I 
do not find the stress laid upan the smallness of changes, í. e. on the increments of Change, 
to be the essential elem('.nt of political planning. Instead iL derives its characteristic 
features from the pluralistic nature of decision-making and from the avoidance of 
comprehensiveness. But new projects deliberatt!d upan within the liíbits pul by ncw 
money and by reallocated old money can, however, be sizable. Thc emphasis laid on 
projects and trade-offs betwcen projects in the final compilation of the plan relates 
political planning to a pluralistic policy analytical tradition. 11 

Plam;ting has been divided into distributive, innovative and adaptive planning.12 
From Lhis division I have taken nameof adaptive planning. But it canalso be pointed out 
lhat technical and corporativistic planning can be seen to have distributive im plications. 
In contrasL political planning is related to innovative planning. 

Finally, a somewhat different approach to planning makes a distinction between 
producl oriented and process oriented plann'ing.13 WiLhin this division technical and 
adaptive planning seems to be product oriented whereas political and corporativistic 
planning are predominanLly process oriented. This does noL mean, o[ course, that 
political plans cannot be presenle<;l as formal documents. Rather the correlations J have 
indicated stand for central tendencies of the types of planning.1◄ The low formalization of 
political and corporativistic planning indicates their process orientation. 

These additional comments on the resemblance between the four types of planning 
and other categorizations of planning have not been made only as a maller of curiosity. 
Rather l have indicated associations that wíll be drawn upan later. 

3. Even i[ planning becomes increasingly inevitable ...

As was pointed out earlier the type of planning that occurs within an agency can be
seen as a function of the views held within the agency. I shall, however, assume that the 
occurrence of planning is not only a function of intenlional factors but of causal factors as 
well. Here I shalÍ dwell u pon the causal factors in arder later to discuss the intentional or 
finalístic dimension. 

It seems to me, although I know of no empirical evidence bearing on the question, 
that planning as I have defined it has become increasingly more frequent through 
history, Assuming that the impression is correct, we may inquire as to why this would be 
so. In arder to understand why planning has become more frequent we must look to 
broad historial circumstances. I would. Iike to suggest that there are·at least Lwo general 
structural properties of societies -• or perhaps of organizations as well - that can be 

JJ For a comparison see rC'ferenccs in note JO. Also Aaron Wildavsky, Budgeling; A 
Comparative Theory of Budgctary Processes, Littk Brown, BosLOn, 1975. 

12 ]ohn Friedman., A Conceptual Model Cor the Analysis" uf P\anning Behavior, 
Admmistrative Science Quarlerly, nr 2, 1967, pp; 223-52. I havc hcre used the wonl distributive 
planning or the term allocative planning thal is used by Fricdman . 

. n This distinction is madc by Tore Hansen & Frida Nokken, Kommunem: og 
Generalplanleggingen, Department of Political Science, Oslo Unviersily, 1975 (mimeographed 
reporl). 

,.¡ The relationship between the four types of planning and other Lypologies has been more 
extensively deall with in KristerStahlberg, Partier, Forvaltningpch Planering: En Tolkningsskiss, 
Yhteishuntasuunnittelu,• nr 3, 1978, pp. 2-8 (Political Parties, Administration and Planning). 
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linked to the evoluLion of planning. The firsl property is the classical macrovariable, 
the division of work in a society.15 The second property is likewise a structural variable, 
namely the numb1n of autonomous decision•makers or perhaps, decision centers. 

Utilizing Lhese variables the following table of hypotheses can be a<lvanced: 

The degree of division The number of autonomous decision-makérs: 
of work: 

many lew 

low Few decisions simultaneously; shon-term 
Administrati ve or investment decisions. 

orientation. 

high �any decisions; shorterm Many decisions; longterm

orientation. Budgetary deci- orientation, Planning. 
sionS. 

lt is only as a matter of theoretical convenicnce that I am presenting the table with 
simple dichotomized variables. In the real world the variables are continuous. This 
simplified form o[ presentation serves, however, the purpose o[ indicating ·important 
assumed tendencies. Moving from a low to a high degree of <livision o[ work within a 
society increases the interdepe ndcnce of varying activities. The increased 
interdependence can be assmned to further coordinative dedsion-making approaches. 
In this �ontext it is assumed to cause an increasing number of decisions to be deliberated 
upan sinrnltaneously. 

If a highly specializcd society has a large number o[ auwnomous decision-makers, 
we can safely assume that the decisions made by each of them are not very large, Hence 
none of these decision-makers can hurt each other seriously and there is no need to take 
account o[ the long term conscquences o[ all dedsions. We would say that decision 
making is fragmented and reactive. Most of the coordination can be taken care of by the 
"invisible hand". 

As the number of decisi.on-makers in an autonomous position decreases we gel 
fewer bm larger decision-makcrs. Still these decision-makers are dependent u pon each 
other. As larger decision-makers are Q.ependent upan each other we can assume that they 
not only havc to consider wha� the others are doing, they also have to do it in a long
term perspective. The upset� that could be possible press the decision-makers inlO a 
cooperative relationship. Under ·these conditions planning will arise. 

HisLOrically we have moved toward a greater di vis ion oí work and in most western 
countries we also have had a development toward fewer autonomous decision-makers
in this respect we could look at the growth of labor unions, of business unions, of large 
corporations, at the growth in executive power within the public sector etc. These 
developments thus make for increased use of plarrning as a way of deriving at decisions. 
Planning becon;i.es increasingly inevitable. 

15 This variable and its use in sociological ntano-theory has IJeen exLensively discussed by 
Erik Alfürdl, Samhallsstruktur och sociala spanningar, WSOY, Tampere, 1965 (Soda! Siructure 
and social Lension). For a general and shon presemalion of the line o( lheorizing LhaL I am 
auempting here see Amitai Etziom, Toward a Macrosociology, in James S. Coleman & Amitai 
Etzio,¡j & John Pmter, Macrosociology: Research and Theory, Allyn &: Bacon lnc., BosLOn, 1970, 
pp. 107-43. 
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Even if planning in the previous broad historical perspective seems Lo grow 
increasingly inevitable, this does not tell us what type of planning that tends to arise. 
Continding the type of reasáning we have pursued here, we must turn to other 
explanatory va,,riables in arder to understand what type of planning will arise. 

My search for explanaLory variables again leads me to consider two structural 
variables. The first variable is the degree of centralizatien within the planning system. 
The•second variable is the amounL of externa} pressure thal is brought LO bear upon the 
planning system. As can imrnediately be seen, both variables are somewhat 
problemaLical for empirical purposes. In boLh cases we can find a number of definitions 
o( Lhe crucial.terms and a number of corresponding operationalizations. Nevertheless I 
feel that the concepts are usable for the rather rought theorizing that we are engaged in 
here. 

Using Lhe two variables we can derive at the following table of hypotheses: 

The degrce of centralization 
within thc planning system: 

high 

low 

Amount of external pressure: 

high low 

Corporíi;Livistic Technical 
planning planning 

Adaptive Political 
planning planriing 

1 

The two explanatory variables are assurned LO influence the criterias according to 
which we <lefincd the four types of planning. If the externa! pressure is low, i. e if for 
instance few pressure grm,ips are interested in the activities of the planning organization 
or the planning system, we assume that it will be likely that the planners proceed as if 
they could act relatively independently. If at the same tim-e the planning system is 
highly centralized it mean tha.L there is a distance formal procedures must be devised. 
Hence we expect technical planning to resuh. 

If, on the other hand, externa! pressure is high, i. e there are strong groups exerting 
influence on the planning organization, and if the organization is centralized, e. e the 
planners themselves are in a strong position, we expect corporativistic planning to 
occurs. In this case, contrary to What might be expected, planning is not very 
formalized. Because ok'�the strong position of the planners and the strong externa) 
pressure, planners have to work together wüh the outside pressure groups in arder to 
get support for their intentions. In fact we can mc.pect the pressure groups to have their 
support for their intentions. In fact we can expect the pressure groups to have their own 
representati\les within the planning systcm, thus making iL their forum for bargaining. 

As the externa! pressure is low, as it is exerted by wcak or by very fragmented 
interests, and as the planning systcm is decentralized, e. e consisting of man y actors who 
can independently try to.influence the planning, we expect political planning to occur. 
The frequenl interaction between competing actors makes iL impossible to prngram the 
decision-making in detail. At the same time, however, it is possible for the planners to 
plan under the assumption that what comes out of the planning process can indeed be 
implemented. 
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Adaptive planning is perhaps most difficult to fit.into our table of hypotheses. 
Taking the view that the total planning system consists of many rather independent 
actors who have but limited resources to influence their surrounding, we may 
nevertheless in!lert adaptive planning into the fourth cell. For instance many smaller 
private corporations have to plan this way even if they are parL of a more general 
economic planning system. Since these organizations are under constant externa] 
pressure, we expect them to utilize rominized procedures to adapt to the externa! 
changes having bearing on their activities. 

We have now in parts three and four tried to trace sorne causal factors influendng 
the occurrence of planning in general and of specific lypes of planning in particular. 
But it was also maintained Lhat the lypes of planning that are strived far do nol only 
occur un<ler the iflfluence of the causal faCtors. Planning systems are not imposed on us 
by sorne superhuman, they are envisaged and institutionalized by actors within the 
society or within an organization. We thus cxpect the intcntions of these actors to 
influencc the evolvemenl of a specific type of planning also. We shall thcrefore turn to 
an examination of these intentional or finalistic grounds for understanding the 
evolution of planning. 

5. Why do we attempt one typc of planning rather than another

Turning now to the final istic side of thc argument, we have to make two
assumptions and one limitation. The first assumption is that the four types of planning 
can be seen as distinct planning idcologies. Tn other words; I pcrcieve the table on the 
features .of the four types of planning to provide distinct and cohercnt vicws on how 
planning could be conducted. I do not neccssarily imply that there is a one to one 
correspondence, but Ido assumc that the basic features of the planning types are part of 
those planning ideologies that potenlial planncrs havc. 

The second assumption is Lhat it is not indiffercnt what typc of planning we 
engage in. Thus I expect thc type of planning we are engaged in to have consequences 
far those who are cngaged in the planning.16 Thcse consequences can pertain directly LO 
the material ompm of the planning exercise, to the power-position of thosc engagcd in 
the planning, to the values of thc planners, or to sorne other aspect of importance to 
thosc who engage in the planning venture. 

The limitation we must cal! altention to is that I shall mainly keep the public 
sector in mind as I continuc the argumcnt. Perhaps it is also importa ni to note that my 
conceptions havc envolved through studying planning in a European multi-party 
context. Therefore I cannot as yet be sure abom the value of the argument for anothcr 
type of context.17 

16 This assumtion has formed an imporlant contenlion in the critique of planning onented 
allempts lo reform the budgctary process, sce Aaro11 Wildavsky, The Politics o/ the Budgelary 
Proce.u, Liule Brown, Boslon, 1974 (sec. ed.), chaplers 4 and 5. 

11 Two artiGiles that indicale a rathcr striking similarity between the: American debate on 
planning and the tredition in Europa multi-parly systems are, Peler JI. Schuck, National 
Economic Planning: A Slogan Wilhoul SubstafH:c, Pubfic lnterest, fall 1976, pp. 63-78, and 
Murray Weidenbaum & Linda Rockwood, Corporatc Planning versus Governmental Planning-, 
Pub/1c fnlerest, Wimcr 1977, pp. 59-72. In thesc anides governmemal planning is lreated as 
technical planning im his anide and corporale planning is very similar to what I have callecl 
adaptive plann.ing. I do not however share the opinion that large corporanions are nct·essarily 
engaged in adaptivc planning. 
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When we now turn to the reasons for actors to strive for one type of planning rather 
than another, we must first ask what actors there are that influence the type of plann_ing 
that is chosen. In arder to keep my reasoning simple I shall here note two type o[ actors, 
political parties and govermriental agencies. There are, of course, other actors that are 
importanl, but for the prescnt purposes I think that these two groups can be chosen in 
arder to illustrate my theoretical reasoning. Also in many multiparty systems the 
groups are perhaps the most important actors.18 

We can now ask why politicál parties would be expected to íavor i,ne type of 
planning to another. It seem LO me that we could use two rough variables to predict 
what lype of planning the political parties can be expected to favor. Again one variable 
is a structural one. If a poli Lical party acts in order to achieve sorné goals, I would expect 
the structural position of that pan y to influence its modc of behavior. Thus we can use 
the power position of the party as a strllctu'ral variable, roughly distinguishing between 
parties in power and parties out of power. In operational terms this division could be 
onc of having cabinet seaLs ar not havirlg any. lt could also be seen as a variable 
pertaining directly to the number o[ parliamentary scats of the party. We could also 
weight the cahinet aml parliamentary power of Lhe party with its capacity far coalition 
formation with other parties. But it is not my intention to dwell upan problems of 
opcrationalization. Suffice it lo say thal I expect those aspects of the·parties that were 
mcntioncd to influence the attitude of the parties to types of planning. 

Thc othcr variable I want LO use in arder to understand the behavior of political 
parties penains to their orientalion. It seems reasonable to assume that tñe four types of 
planning are noL equally useful far political purposes. Thus I would expect thc parties 
to hold different views on planning depending on whether they want to change or to 
preserVe present circumstances. In this context the orientation toward change is a 
question abo1,.1t the amount ·or majar reforms advocated by a party. From this 
formulation it should be dear that one party may favor different types of planning far 
different areas of concern far the party. Thus a problematical situation is that in which 
comprehensive modes of planning are institutionalized. In these situation sorne 
composed indicator of the orientation o[ the party has to bt> made. Here I shall, 
howcver, only make note of this problem. 

The two variables can be utilized LO derive one additional fourfold ta ble o[ 
hypotheses on the orientation 'of political parties toward diffcrent types of planning: 

Thc polilical parties are: The political parties are: 

status quo oricmed change oriented 

in power Tcchnical Political or corporativistic 
planning planning 

in opposition Adaptive Political 
planning planning 

18 h should be poimed out, howcver, thal espccially labor and business unins aré organization 
lhal sould also be takcn inlo accounl. The more powerful these unions are and Lhe more the subject 
area of planning is one in which Lhe unions wish Cor changes, lhc more they will favor corporative 
planning. In arcas where thcy are not inLere1aed in changcs but in a stable conünuation of the 
serviccs, thcy can be expecLed lo opl (or lechllical planning. 
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Political parLies lhat are in a position of power ami that are status quo oriented, can 
be expected to favor technical planning. This type of planning, as we have seen, is 
<listributive and prn<luct oriented. The planning process is formalized ami the plan is a 
prepared document provi<ling for the distribution of resources among establishcd 
programs. Far parties in power an adhcrcnce to such formalized procedures and to 
formally adopted docu.mems is an advantage, since their posilion enables 1hem to use 
whatevcr mobllizalion of bias has been built into the planning process. WiLhin this type 
of system outside iniliativcs can be buried in the bureaucracy or they can be killcd wilh 
reference to' bewildering administraLivc argumenls. 

If Lhe polilical parlies in power are oriente<l toward drastic changcs they Lend lO 
prt'Íer eithe1 political or corporativisLic planning. Political planning is innova ti ve ami 
il is process oriemed. Within this type of planning you can accommodatc whaLever 
bargaining processes are calle<l for ami Lhe planning- process is suited to the nec<ls o[ 
working on projccts. New programs can hm rarely he workcd out without surpriscs 
demanding such a<ljusllnenls as would be difficuh to managc within a more rigid 
technical process. Thc cconomy of analysis Lhat is a11ainable in poliLical planning also 
makes iL more expedienL than tcchnical planning. 

Howcver, even if a parly is in power, there can be arcas of concern within rnixed 
economics within which the parLies have but lirnited powcr. For inslance projects 
within lhe twilight arca hctween the public and Lhe private sector are difficult to 
nianagc without turning LO corporativistic planning. Political partics soon learn that 
they are faced with difficult if not unsurmountable problems o[ impkmenlation if Lhey 
disregard the veto power of influcntial groups. A successf ul commiLmcm to change thus 
precludes bargaining with such velo groups. Also i11 olher re�pects corporativistic 
planning shares \he a<lvantages of political pla"nning over tedmirnl planning. 

lt seems lhaL a<lapLive planning is opted for by weak parties having slight or 110 
interesL in drasLic changes. AdapLive planning is producl oricnlt'd ami Lhus contains the 
same type o[ conserving clcments as lé'chnirnl planning. And, of course, the wholc idea 
of adaption growns from the assumption that existing social forces may continue to 
opera te. 

Finally, if a political party is wcak an<l if iL wishes for rnajc)I' changes to occur, we 
would cxpcrt such a party 10 favor political planrnng. InnovaLive as this Lype o[ 
planning is, it is suited Lo the purpost's o[ changc orienLe<l parties. Bul it also presents 
sorne hope for weak panies Lo share in Lhe innovativc work since political planning is 
not sLrinly for�al ancl regulatc<l, which woul<l make it almos! impossiblc for a weak 
group Lo rjenetrate Lhe planning. 

This has hecn an allempt lo understand why polilical parties prefer one typc of 
planning to anOlher. But it was also said Lhat Lhe insLitutionalization of planning- is not 
only depcnden1 on political actors but on adminisLraLive actors as wcll. At lcast within a 
Europcan context where bureaucracies tradiliohally have occupied a consequential 
position, I would nol expcct planning to be inslilute<l wiLhout regard to hureaucratir 
prdercnces. Hence we would like Lo un<lerstand not only why political partics but why 
fmreaucracies as well perefer onc typc of planning to another. 

Here I shall suggesL LhaL such an understanding can be rcachcd simply by an 
analogous reasoning Lo Lhe argument we advanced far political par(ies. Governmental 
agencies or bureaucracies thus can be <livided according Lo their imponance. This 
importance can, for inslance, be inferred from the amount of money Lhat is channellcd 
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via the agency, from the numbcr of officials working wilhin thc agency or from sorne 
other mcasure of promincnce. The burcaucracics also can be <lívide<l into status quo or 
change oriented org-anizations depending on the typc of changes they are advocating or 
initiating. With these distinctions we are able to formulate hypothe.ses about agencies 
similar to those abom political panies. Rdorm aml growth oriented burcaucracie¡;¡ wiLh 
large resources can be expeCLed to favor polilical m: corporativislic planning, whercas 
large conservative burcaucracies can be expected to opt for technical planning. 
Stabiliúng weak bureaucracies can be expected lo prefer adaptive planning while their 
change oriented coumerpans favor political planning. 

Wc have now considered Lwo types of acLors, poliLical parLies ami govcrnmenLal 
agencies, and wc have assumed Lha1 these acLors opcrale indcpcmlently of eachoLher. Tn 
the real world, of coursc, Lhe acLórs are compcling or cooperaLive. Accon.ling Lo thc 
hypolheses we havc advanccd so far Lhey may cither seek the same Lypc of planning or 
Lhey may have diverging intcrcsls. Tn Lhis í'Onlext iL would he presumLious to elaboralt' 
in detai\ on thc expectcd outcomes from simuhancously considC'ring parLies an<l 
agencies. Lel me however, in a s11mmary fashion poinL ol\l the cxpectc<l ouLcomes of 
such a consideraLion.19 This can be done in Lhe form of a maLrix. 

Typc of 
agency: 

strong/ 
slalus quo 

strong/ 
change 

weak/ 
slatus quo 

weak/ 
change 

strong/ 
sLaLus quo 

TC'dmical 
planning 

Political 
planning 

Tcchnirnl 
planning 

PoliLical 
plai1ning 

Type of political party: 

weak/ 
change 

Polilical/ 
corporal ivisLic· 
planning 

Political 
corporativistK 
planning 

Politirnl 
corporaLivistic 
planning 

Polilical 
nlrporaLivistic 
planning 

weak/ 
status quo 

ºl'echniral 
planning 

Political 
cor1>orativist ic 
planning 

Ada1>tive 
planning 

Dcpends on

posilion of 
strongs 

6. To scarch for prcmaturc programming of planning

weak/ 
change 

Tedmical 
planning 

Polilical 
corporaLivisLic 
planning 

Depends 011 

pos ilion of 
strongs 

Poli tic-al 
planning 

Thus far wc havc tried lo argue LhaL thcn.' t'Xists differcnt Lypes of decision-making
and that one type, planning, can he furLhcr <livided inLO Lypes. Pl{mning H'nds to 
become more frec¡uenl, but the Lype of planning thaL will occur i!'i dependcnl on thC' 
imenLions of Lhosc who instilute planni11g ami on Lhe typc of situaLion in which 
planning ocTurs. Thus we have distinguished hetween causal an<l finalisLic groun<ls for 
undertanding what lype of planning that evolves. 

19 Tht' reasoning that lies hehind tht' hypolhescs includ('d in tlw malrix have hl'('ll d<'alt with 
111 the above aniclt· hy 11H', Particr .. , op. ci1. 
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The Lwo set.s of facLors influencing the evolvcment of planning need not coincide. 
1L seems entirely compatible wi.l.h whaL we havc said so far that at any panicular 
moment therc may exist poliLical parties ami governmental agencies struggling LO 
institute political planning in a siLuation that can be charanerized as involving high 
e.xternal pressurc anda high <legree of centralization. In such a situation we expect thc 
causal facwrs to work for a corporativistic type of planning. There may, of course, exist 
any other situation in which the causal and intentional factors pull in different 
directions. Such situations involve atLempts to program planning prematurely; the 
institulionalization of a procedure that is incompatible with the forces pul}jng the 
situalion is believing in consequences lhaL will not be brought about. Perhaps, as it has 
been suggesLed, planning under such .circumstances becomes parL o[ the prnblem it was 
intended to solve. 

In order to search lar and in order syslemalically to analyze premaLure 
programming of planning we can comrast causal and imenLional factors wiLhin a 
matrix:2° 

The socú·tal 
conditions favor: 

Adap1ive 
plánning 

Tcchnical 
planning 

Corporal ivisLic 
planning 

Political 
planning 

Adaptive 
planning 

XXX 

The polüical parties aml the governmental age ncies want: 

Technical 
planning 

(1 B) 

XXX 

(1 A, 11, 111) 

CorporaLivislir PoliLical 
planning planning 

XXX 

(IV) 

XXX 

(V) 

Within the matrix Lhe diagonal indicatcs cases of balance hctween causal and 
intentional fanors affecLing planning. In Lhese instanccs .we would expecL planning to 
work well, or rather, Lo work as well as iL is possible for it lo work. I shall Iatcr shortly 

return to this addiLional qualification 011 Lhe possibiliLies of planning that I Lhink we 

20 Il sould' bC' pointrd oul thal I see the musa! factors as mores dominaling lhan thr 
inten1ional faclors. Howcvcr, in short run lherc nce<l nol he a nmcurrencc oí these fanors. 
Especially unclcr perimls of institullonalization of planning, we can cxprn 10 find many ins1ances 
of imbalance bctween intemional and cau.�al factors. 1 should also here h<' said that I arn not wilh 
lhesr formulations adhcring to firm notions of <leLerminism. Ra1her I attcmpt in the vcin of 
Etzioni to formulatc the theory within a line of thinking that is c·ompatibfo with the, view of a 
guided .mciety. From a voluntaristic aspecL not only can actors try to institute plannin"g that runs 
contrary to the causal fanors. They can also anempt to changc the causal faclors thus bringing 
concurrence bet_ween imentions and causes about. From this perspcctivc we can in íact formula te a 
numher of stratcgies for alleviating the problems of prem_aturc programming. I have attcmped to 
discuss such strategics in Balans .od1. .. , op. cit., and PÜlitik och ... , op. cit. 
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must be aware of.21 Anyway, within Lhe cells along the diagonal wc would expecL Lhe 
extent or dl:'grec of premature programming Lo be small or perhaps even nonexistent. 

The other cells within the matrix do, of course, indicate instances of premature 
programming of planning. In arder to illustrate my reasoning I have numbered somf' 
cells hereby indicating specific planning systems that can be classified into the cells 
within a Finnish context. I sha11 briefly comment on these numbcred planning systems 
in arder to indicate the way the matrix can be used. 

In 1972 a new public health planning system was instituted by law in Finland.22 At 
the central level this planning is classified into cell I A and on the local level il is 
classified in Lo cell I B. AL all levels this planning system is very forma1ized. There cxist 
clear time-La bles for the planning and most of _it musl be done on a priori formulated 
forms. Thc main groups oí heahh services Lhat must be includcd in the plan are 
enumeraLed in the ]aw itse1f. As the planning process if to sorne exLenL synchoronizcd 
wiLh the year]y budgeLary cycle, every actor wiLhin the process musl perform his parl 
according to the scripL. 

The planning system was supported by a coalition of political parlÜ$ that have 
been in power almost all the time since 1966. The planning system helps in creating an 
automatic distribution of resources to public health services. Alongside the political 
parties the administrators within the Board of Heahh and the Ministry of Social 
Welfare and Health have strongly supported the institutionalization of the system. To 
these bureaucracies the planning System has offered a change to secure an advanLage in 
the fight for funds, thus helping these bureaucracies to stabilize their surrounding. 
Thus on the •intentional side there was a pressure in favor of a technical planning 
system which was also written into law. 

On the causal side the situation looks somewhat differenl. At the national ]evel it is 
perhaps true that outside pressures on the health services are not very strong, at least not 
in a comparative perspective. Nevertheless it would be wrong to hold the opposite 
opinion also. By and large, however, the externa} pressure could still be seen to fall into 
the weak half of o�ur typology of the causal factors, even if during the last years there has 
been a slow build up in the externa! interest stemming from the labor and business 
unions. 

In arder to have a workable technical planning we also assumed that the planning 
system must be centralized. This condition does not seem to be satisfied by the planning 

21 As we rccall a fundamemal argument wiLhin the incrementalist linc oí thoughl is Lha1 out 
ime)Jigence is insuíficien1 ÍOT those information ami analysis iasks that are required in rationa\ 
p'roblcm solving. In rcla1ion to this contemion wc can wilh Herberl Simo11 distinguish helween 
programmcd and nonprogrammed decisions. This distinction penains to the prog-rammability of 
Lhe subjecl malter lhat we are deciding or planning on. Thus the division is possible also in tlw 
case of technical planning that is in balance. And wc wo11ld for nonprogrnmmable decisions 
expccl tha1 thcy nea1e planning prohlems even if the intentional and causal fanors concur, see 
Herberl Simon. The New Soence of Managemenl Dec1sions, 3rd ed., Prentice Hall Inc, 
Englewood Cliífs, }977, pp. 39-81. 

22 The commenls on the public health planning syslem are drawn panly from my expericnn•s 
in planning as a consultan! ami partly by a Lhorough inquiry into thc decision making withm this 
systcm by a studcm at thc Depanmelll of Polilical Science at Abo Acadcmy, /nger Ahlbach, 
Planeringen for Folkhalsoarbe1et: Teori och Praxis inom Folkhalsoplaneringen, Abo Academy,. 
1978 (mimcographcd -repon). This work is part of a larger research projc<·t on plan ni ng 1ha1 wc are 
conducting. 
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system. Firstly, at the national level the Board of Health has to compete for funds with 
other agencies under the Ministr)' of Social Welfare and Health. This competition is 
followed by an even harder competition among the ministries, with the ·Ministry of 
Social Welfare and Health being only one among eleven ministries. And secondly, the 
p]anning system aims at coordinating and steering all public health services regardless
of where they are provided. Thus also the local governmental system is woven into the
planning process. And between the local and the central government lie the regional
authorities that are also expected to share in the planning. Thus, even if this
governmental sector has been centralized by the institutionalization of planning, if is
nowhere near as centralized as it should be in order to satisfy the condition o[
centralization. We therefore must conclude that the causal factors work in favor of a
political planning. This is true for the planning system in general and especia JI y for the
central governmental planning.

Jf we consider the planning system from Lhe perspective of the local governments, 
we find ourselves in a somewhat different situation. The intentional (actors still favor 
technical planning, but al the causal side we do not really have conditions favoring 
political planning anymore. The local governmental planning is far more regulated 
than the central level plannil)g. Not only are there specific forms that are to be used in 
planning, there moreover exist yearly directives issued by the central authorities 
defining how the forms should be filled out. These directives in fact in most cases 
regulate the services to be provided in a minute detail, thus doing away with practically 
ali local govemmental discretion in providing health services. Thus the externa! 
pre_ssure on the local ·governments is very high indeed and their internal decision
making is decentralized very much in the way that the central governmental decision
making was said to be. Therefore the conditions of planning al the local level tend to 
favor adaptive planning. 

The public health planning now seems to be an instance of premature 
programming of planning both at the central and local levels of planning. We would 
thus expecr this planning to show a number of unexpected and unsearched far 
consequences. In a last section of the artide I shall tuin to sorne such failures within 
this system of planning. 

Since the latter part of the 60'ies there has been an expansion o[ the planning 
within local governmental units.n Today this type of planning - communal planning 
(from commun - the name of the local governmental units al the primary leve)) - is 
compulsory. Within the system the local governments are expected to plan their 
services, their land use and their cconomy for a five year period. There exists handbooks 
on this planning that in a detaíled fashion spell out planning procedures that are very 
technical in tfle sense we have used the word here. This type of planning has been 
favored and recommended by the central associations of the communes and it has been 
readily acepted by the bureaucrats in local government. Somewhat more reluctantly the 

23 The d1sn1.�sion around the comrnunal planning is drawn frorn 1wo studies \VÜhin the 
planning project at Abo Acad<'rny, the licentiate thcsis of Goran DjuJM1111d, Planerings-aktivitet 
och Planform: Studic i Kommunplanernas Forekomst och Form, Communirations from tlw 
Faculty of Social Sciences al Abo Academy, Sc"rie B· 54, 1976 (Planning Activily and Types of 
Plans), ami Krisler Stahfberl, Teori och Praxis i Kommunal Planering, Publications of thc 
Rescard1 lnstitute of the Aho Academy Foumlation, nr 4, 1975 (dissertation un Th<'ory and Praxis 
in Local Planning). Both rcports ,0se the same empírica! material. 
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planning procedures have been acepted by the representatives. The intentional [actors, 
however, on an average favor a quite technical planning ideal. 

Again the causal situation is somewhat different. It is true that the local 
governmeotal units have considerable possibilities to influence the distribution o( 
values within their units when we look at all values that can be distributed. At the same 
time, however, it is also true that this freedom on the local level is diminishing as a 
consequence of central governmental actions. However, at the present time there are 
still a number of aspects pertaining to the use o( land and to the production of services 
that can indeed be influenced by the local government. 

The internal decision-making process is by and large decentralized. There are 
pressure groups of various kinds and there is a number of local governmental 
committees mandated to [uther special service interests. Thus the situation is very 
pluralistic with a number of groups being organized to defent special ii:i,terests. Such 
conditions do not, o[ course, favor technical planning. On the contrary, the internal 
politics of local governments clearly favor political planning. Hence we have in this 
planning again an instance of prematurely _programmed planning. since the planning 
is prematurely programmed we do not expect it Lo come out the way its proponents had 
hoped for. 

As were both of the already mentioned planning systems, so the third one, the 
central governmental five year social and economic planning system, is of a technical 
kind both in respect to the form of the planning and the intentions of those involved.2-1 

And the intentions are understandable. The planning system is lead by the Ministry of 
Finance and �t comprises in principie all activities that budgeted for wiLhin the state 
budget. Hence all sector ministries and boards under these have Lo submit a plan to the 
Ministry of Finance. Based on these submissions the ministry yearly attaches to the 
budgetproposal a five year outlook on the public finances. This five year omlook has 
sorne o[ the features of program budgeting in that the outlook is not prepared based on 
traditional administr_ative classificati0ns but by grouping the expenditures according to 
groups of activitie.s corresponding to the assumed general objectives or functions of the 
states. 

By opting for this type of planning system the Ministry of Finance slrengthes its 
position and it creates documents that it can use as administrative tools in fighting it 
out with sector ministries.25 Likewise the political parties in power have, at least among 
the influential politicians, seen this type o( planning as a device for strong leadership. 
The opi,nions of the politicians are, however, understandably divided. Man y important 

2-1 The disc:ussion on the social and economic- planning system draws upon an addilional 
study within Lhe mentioned planning projecL, Gu.y-Erik l.rnluson, Plan och Utfall iKTS
planeringen, Hallinto, nr 8, 1978, pp. 11-20, and by thc same auLhor, Plan och Utfall i den SLaLliga 
VerksamheLs-och ekonomiplaneringen: En KomparaLiv Analysis av Olika Plamypers Forhallandc 
Lill Varandrn Inom den SLatliga Mcdellanga Plancringen, DeparlmenL oí Political Scicnc-e at Abo 
Academy, 1978·(A Comf>arison BeLween BudgCLs and Plans in Lhe Fivc-Ycar NaLional Social ami 
Economic Plannin� System). Further I have used sorne preliminary data product'<l by Guy-Erik 
Isaksson and soon lo be publishcd wilhin the projcn.' 

2� I have commented upon Lhe use oí planning systcms in lhe sLruggle for power between thc 
Minislry oí Finance and the Office of !he Prime Minister in Krisler Stahlberg, Den Fafanga Stravan 
Efler Rall Svar pa Fe/ Fraga, Kommunalvelenskaplig Tidskrift, nr 2, 1978, pp. 46-59 (Thc Vain 
PursuiL (ora Corre<;t Answcr on a Wrong Question: On Lhe Devclopment of !he Cemral Planning 
in Finland). 
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politicians within the parties hold cabinet posts, thus being leaders of panicular 
ministries. As representatives o[ their ministries they have to fight the Ministry of 
Finance in arder to come out well in the competitiqn around scarce resources, or rather, 
they have to fight eachother, but it is done in n�gotiations with the budget makers. 

Due already to the reasons discussed above, the planning conditions are not as 
centralized as one should hope íor as a proponent of technical planning. There indeed 
exists many possibilities to set independently policy objectives, but this setting of 
objectives is influenced by a pluralistic competition among actors within the planning 
system. Thus there exists the same type o[ conflict as for the earlier planning syslems, 
ahd due to the magnitudes of the tasks within this system, the frustration of 
expectations can be expected to be notable. 

Into the matrix I have also induded two plánning systems that can be interpreted 
as mirroring a balance between the causal and the intentional factors. The system IV 
stands for the planning system for economic policy at the central governmental level 
Within this system no recurrent planning documenls oí a priori (ixed kind are 
produced. Instead the planning is mainly conducted within governmental 
comntissions. In these commissions we find representatives of the state, labor unions 
and business unions. Most of the commissions are created as a response to commonly 
felt problems ·and solutions are sought for that are possible for ali parties to the 
planning to aCCept. 

Power panies with interest in change have in these situations reconciled themselves 
with the Ícjct that they cannot act against the interests of the other parties to the 
planning. Consequently we have seen very few atlempts to create planning systems that 
are not tuned to this fact. This planning is cenLralized, but it has strong outside 
pressures Lo conform to. Thus, in terms of this analysis, the pla:nning system is in 
balance and does not represenl an instance of premature programming. Consequently I 
expect the planning system by and large to perform according to the expectations of 
those in volved in the exercise. Perhaps I should also notein passing that this <loes not 
signify a normative acceptance on my parL of such a balanced planning. On norma ti ve 
ground one may well hold that this type of planning is questionable in terms of the 
meager democratic influence on the planning by parliament. 

The fihh and final type o( planning that is included in the maLrix refers Lo a 
number of project based plann!ng systems ·that exist in many local governmental unils. 
Iri these cases planning projects are created atound questions of common concern to 
many groups within the local communities. Within the planning information' bearing 
on the problem is analysed and bargaining around solutions takes place among the 
parties to the planning. Few established procedures exist and the planning documents 
vary to a considerable extent �hus being adapted to the percieved needs o( the problem. 

The parties to the planning are mainly change oriented and they may be either in a 
position of power4lr in opposition. The planning system is decentralized accomodating 
many groups with independent bases o[ influence. The externa] pressure on the 
planning is usually rather small due to the fac't that most of the externa} pressures are 
built into the planning venture. Most projects are futhermore created around problems 
that are possible to solve at least in sorne way within the limits of the local 
governmental mandate, Thus we have here an instance of planning that is in balance 
regarding the interests of those engaged in the process and regarding outside conditions 
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of planning. And whats more, the pla�ning is organized very much in terms of What has 
here been labeled political planning. 

7. The folly of technical imentions in a political world

Within the guidelines of the matrix we have indicated a number of instances of 
premature progtamming of planning. It was also said that premature progra�ming 
can be expected to be characterized by a number of unexpected and unsearched far 
symptoms or, as I would prefer to call them, consequences. In arder to discuss such 
consequences systematically we would need a set of criteria for assessing the planning 
ordeals. Then the theoretical argument advanced in the artide could be extended with a 
number of propositions combining specific instances of premature programniing with 
expected values on the assessment criteria. 

Since our present purpose is limited only Lo showing sorne c9nsequences of 
premature programming, it would take us too far here to attempt such a systematical 
assessment. lnstead I shall close my argument by pointing out only a few consequences 
of a specific type of prem�ture programming. We shall here examine sorne empirical 
findings that seem to have a bearing on the assessment of attempts to institutionalize 
technical planning under conditions favoring political planning. 

Perhaps Lhe attempts to institutionalize technical planning in a political world are 
the most frequent cases of premature programming of planning. We have already 
examined a number of such cases within a Finnish conlext, and the list could be made 
longer. But also the Am!".'rican debate on management information systems seems 
predominantly to be concerned with this very same type of premature programming oí 
decision-making,26 

Rather than trying to develop a systematic frame far assessing this type of 
premature programmíng, I shall examine three aspects of the planning, A cardinal 
feature of technical planning is the distinction between means and ends. It thus seems 
appropriate to look at how goals are set in the planning process. Also technical 
planning assudtes that the planning process can be clearly divided into steps and that 
each step is related to another in a way that makes for a final rational decision. 
Therefore we sr:iall examine sorne findings on how the attempts at technical planning 
succeed in relating the steps in the planning process to each other. Finally, in technical 
as in other types of planning it is assumed that the plan - whatever guise it may assume -
has a steering effect on subsequem implementing decisions. Thus we can examine sorne 
findings showing the consistency between plans and implementation. 

We shall start out by examining the formulation of goals. The technical view, as 
has been said, holds goals to be essential to any decision-making. The goals should be 
formulated so as to form a function in relation to which an optimal set of decisions can 
be chosen. Technical planning thus necessitates a clear set of goals. We might even say 
that these goals should be expressed at a middle�range leve! in arder not to be too 
general or too specific. lf goals are expressed in general terms they are unlikely to 

26 For a very good case an-oum oí lhe allempt to insLilLILionalize planning- \Vith111 the'StaH· 
Department - a 1echnical mtemion in a poliLical world -Osee Frederick C. Moslier & Jo/111 E Carr, 
Programmin.í{ Sysfem.� a11d Foreiglm Afjairs l.eader.�hip: An Attl'mped lnnovation, Oxford 
Universily Prcss, New York, 1970. Also see Alft>n Shick, A DeaLh in 1hc Bureauna<-y: The Demise 
of Federal, PPB, Public Administra/ion H.e11iew, nr. 2. 1972: 
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discriminate between possible decisions thus being void of that steering capacity which 
goals are assumed to have. If, on the other hand, goals are expressed in too specific 
terms, it is likely that they only serve the purpose of sanctioning activities that have 
already been decided upan. 

Under po]itical cÓnditions for planning we would expect it to be difficult to set 
comprehensive.and consistent goals and we sould expect the goals, insofar as they are 
set at all, to be changing. The conditions of political planning denote competing 
interests trying to secure sorne advantage rhat they have settled upan befare they en ter 
the planning process. Thus we would expect goals to be formulated either in general 
and 001;1-committing terms making it possible for divergenl interests to be accomodated 
in the decision-making, or we would expect goals to be formulated very specifically 
pertaining ro decisions that have already been made, eirher formally or informally. In 
no case would we expect the goals to be very consistent, nor would we expect them to be 
persistent. The persistency of the goals can be expected to be especially weak as soon as 
the goals are formulated in so specific terms that they have a clear guiding capacity. 
Under political conditions, the more steering power the goals have, the more they 
vacillate. 

As was mentioned the communal planning is a technically guided system in a 
political world. Sorne years ago I inquired into the goals of somewhat less than 100

communa] plans in Finland.27 In one fourth of the plans no goals were m�nlioned at 
ali. The plans only listed proposed decisions and the information on which these 
proposals were based. Slightly less than half of the communes had indeed bothered to 
set goals, but in a very nóncommitting form. In most cases the goals were expressed in 
the fÜllowing way: the local authorities aim at providing all members of the communes 
an education, a health and a social welfare according to their needs. In other words: half 
of the communes expressed their goals only as declaratory phrases. 

The remaining fourth of the communes did try to express their goals in somewhat 
more precise terms. The solution in most cases lO the prob]em of finding more precise 
goals was to e:Kpress general goals and LO break these general goals down into a number 
of sector.al goals, that is goals pertaining to sorne specific set of activities carried out 
within specifícally institutionalized structures. Can we then conclude that about one 
fourth of the communes did indeed succeed in setting goals in accordance with the 
technical view on planning? For a number of reasons such a conclusion is false. 

The more precise formulation of goa]s had in most cases three typ1ca] properties. 
Firstly, the sectorgoals were formulated in almost as general terms as the general goals, 
i. e. it was said that the authorities aimed at providing as good social welfare services as
possible. Secondly, even if more precise formulations than these were used, the 
formulation usually ended up with a rest category into which ali such services that <lid
not gel a formulation of their own were included. According to the more precise
formulations therefore a number of explicitly mentioned services were to be accorded
special attention and so was a final rest category, the attention thus being directed
toward all existing types of services as well as any new type that might arise during the
period of the plan.

Thirdly, in a stepwise presemation of goals, that is as we are faced wúh a means 
ends hierarchy, we expect that the relationship between the lower and the higher level 

27 See note 23. 
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goals are presented. In the formulations we have discussed here no such arguments 
about the relationships between goals at different levels could be found. Thus we can 
concl_ude that the communal plans contain goals that seem to be rypical of those we can 
expect in such a prematurely programmed where technical garments are drawn upan a 
political reality. 

Basically the same type of conclusions can be drawn if we examine the national 
heahh planning sys tem.28 The five-year plans that are revised yearly have contained a 
fairly stable set of goals during the years 1972-78 (i. e. until the latest plan examined 
here 1978-82). There have existed seven goals altogether and four of these have been 
induded in aJI plans. Only one of Lhese seven goals has been deleted from later plans, 
the reason simply being that the goals was. to end t.he initiation phase of the new 
planning system. Two new goals are included in the seven goals. Typically enough, of 
these two goals one aims at improving the coment of health services and the efficiency 
of the service-methods (whatever this may mean) and the other aims at improving the 
effectiveness of the health services. We could hardly find more general goals for a 
national health serVices system. 

We have said that the technical planning is product oriented and allocating. Thus 
we expect the plans to contain references that tie the h1ture development of services to 
dear frames. l[ we thus look at the central plan as a formulation of goals for the local 
plans, we find such re stricting goalformulations as might be expacted. The national 
plans contain a five-year prograffi for development of the number of personnell within 
the health-centers at the local level, the amount of central funds transferred to the local 
level, the m.tmber of hospital beds to be found in the health centers etc. Bm as we 
expected, the more concrete the goals are, the more they vacillate. For instance, in the 
first plans it was indicated that the number of new beds in local hospitals should 
increase with 300 the firsl two years and thereafler with 400 beds a year. In the plan 
adopted the next year these numbers had arisen to 400 beds the first year and 500 beds 
the next four years. Two years la ter the number of new beds was again lowered to 400 
beds a year for two years whereafter 500 beds a year could again be reached. 

An even larger variation than the one indicated above can be found for the amount 
of f.unds to be allocated by the national government to the local governments for 
building these hospitals. From these figures we may infer that building new hospitals 
becomes cheaper year after year despite the rolling inflarion (sic.). The situation 
regarding the number of new personnel at the health centers is even more alarming. In 
the plan for the years 1977-81 the number of new doctors for the year 1978 was setat 250, 
the number of dentists at 80 and the number of odd personnel �t 560 - just to mentioned 
a few of the personnel categories in the plan. The next year, in the plan for 1978-82, the 
comparable figures for 1978 were 30, O and 170. Still the year before local plans had been 
confirmed containing more than twice that number of persons. Without going [uther 
into these changes in the goals we can conclude that the alterations have been large 
indeed, and that th�y are cÜmmon in situation where the goals have been expressed in 
concrete terms. Technical planning seems to be iU suited to cope with the uncertainty of 
the surrounding it is assumed to control. This uncertainty is partly of a political nature 
and partly due to the difficulties in foreseeing even drastic changes omside the planning 
organization. 

2s See note 22. 

1 
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The second aspecL according to which we were to examine the planning pertained 
to Lhe iristitutionalization of the planning process. If technical planning is to work it 
must be institutionalized according to a formally foxed procedure for the planning. The 
process is divided into parts that are prngrammed befare the planning starts. Not only 
must this process be programmed, it also contains steps that are supposed to be related 
to eachother in a certain way which is besl approximated by the traditional notions of 
the analytical steps in a rational problcm solving, A prerequisiLe far succeeding in 
relating the steps to eachother in an ideal way is that those who are parLics to the 
decision-making agree to see each step as an obligaling part of an accepLed super
process. In other words: If the goals are to be goals in relation to Lhe analysis of means, 
those who have been deci<ling on the goals should be prepared lO accepl Lhc decision 
even when it runs contrary to their opinions. 

In a political and decentralized milieu we expect parties to compete with eachother 
in the planning process. Their stands on specific issues can thus be expecLed lO be 
partisan and agreement in one phase of the planning process does not exdude the 
possibi]ity of trying to change the original decisions in a later stage. In the polilical 
process there will exist a strong informal organization alongside the formal .one. If in 
such a situation a technical planning is instituted we do expect that planning to run 
into procedural difficulties. Participants in the planning are expected to pul politics 
above technics and to make use of the technical process in whatever way they can, thus 
making it unlikely far the technical process to run in accordancc with the principies 
that guide it. 

The health planning system that we have already discussed covers three levels of 
government, central, regional and local.29 The planning starts with Lhe formulation of a 
national plan that is sent to the local authorilies. Having gallen this plan the 
communes are supposed to make their five year plan in accordance with the national 
plan. The local plan is taken to the central government via the regional governmenl in 
arder to be confirmed. Only a[ter this confirmation which must be given as the plan is 
presented or not at ali, can the local authorities start implementing the plan. For 
activities not included in a confirmed plan Lhe local authorities are not entitled to 
governmental assistance. 

The experiences of this planning have been very discouraging, indeed. In a case 
study on a local health center. it was found that the plan for 1974-78 was confirmed in 
mid 1974. The next plan was confirmed nine month after Lhe firsl year of the plan had 
started. Thc plan for the years 1976-S0was not confirmed until mid 1977, e. e. L 1/2 year 
after the beginning o[ the plan period. The next confirmation was delayed ·almost a 
year. These short illustrations are in no way unique. They are in fact built imo the 
planning system which is a school example of a technically rational system within Lhe 
field of administration, that is a system containing practically no redundance, thus 
being vulnerable, to any unexpected events.50

29 I havc presemcd the bureaucratized and inflrxibk dccision-process arouml largcr 
investmems within thc health planning system in, Krister Stahlberg, Byrakrali och Demokrati, 
Nordisk Administrativ Tidskrift, nr. 3, 1977, pp. 172-80. 

�0 On redundancy see Marti11 Landnu, Redundahcy, Rationality and the Problem of 
Duplicalion and Overlap, Public Admrn1slrafion Review, nr 4, 196_9, pp. 316-58. 
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Not only have differenL parties to the planning been too stringently tied to 
eachother, the experience also indicates that those who manage the overall process have 
not lived up to their own expectations. During the planning process itself there have 
been made charíges in the directives far the planning thus making it even in principie 
impossible for the process to work. 

The difficuhies in even institulionalizing the formal process are o[ course practical 
problems that probably can be overcome as the planning system matures. The examples 
cited show, however, that the difficulties cannot be overcome in a short time and that 
they are indicate a "rationalistic" shortsightedness. As we move to considering the 
relationship beLween diHerem sleps in the process we are perhaps faced with problems 
that are impossible to solve unless the conditions of planning are altered, that is unless 
the causal prerequisites of technical planning are met. 

In the already mentioned study on communal planning a number of observations 
were made that have a bearing on the relationship between steps in the planning 
process. I have already said that the character of the means ends hierarchy that was 
found in sorne of the plans was not indicated. Neither could J íind any indication of 
analysis of means in relation to the general goals. In fact the goals were presented as a 
totally seU-contained part of the plans. Disregarding the missing link between goals 
and means we would still expact that alternative means were delibered upan in a 
systematical fashion. Such deliberations mayar may not have occured. However, even if 
they <lid occur, they left no discernible marks on the plan, In fact we can go íuther and 
assert that the information produced within the planning process could not be used far 
such deliberations. And, to go still one step further, how could the information be used 
for such noble purposes as we lack such theories that would makc a comparison 
between alternative means fea.sible.�1 

What in fact seemed to be the normal procedure in setting priorities was to bargain 
between the parties on what specific project was Lo be carried through first. In a 
typically political manner many concrete projects were debated at the same time Lhus 
making it possible far many parties to have sorne success in the final decision-making. T 
Thus we find th¡H formally rational procedures are not very useful in a political milieu, 
a conclusion that is banal to make, bur which musl stand repeating as long as it is 
disregarded by programmers. 

The third aspect in our assessment of premature programming was to be concerned 
with results. From our examination thus far we may already in fer Lhat iL is unlikely that 
technical planning results�1 implementable plans in a polilical surrounding, that is if 
technical planning would be possible in such a milieu. I shall make a final empirical 
reference to the social and economic five year planning system at the naLionat leve! in 
Finland.52 This planning system produces a five year forecasl that is attached as an 
appendix to the yearly budget proposal to ParliamenL. This fd'recast represents a 
summary of the plans produced in the sector ministries and the position t.aken to these 
plans by the Ministry of Finance. In a study made of this planning system over the years 
1973-81 (the last plan covered the years 1977-81) it was found that after deflating the 
numbers and correcting them far whatever administrative changes that liad occurred, 
the differences between the budget and the plan was considerable. The budget and the 

31 See Wildavshy, Polky analysis is ... , op. cil. for a shon summ.iry of thcsr argurn<'nts. 
�2 See note 24. 
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plan are the same for the first year, that is they are prepared simultaneously. But for 
later years there exists large differences between earlier preferences and actual decisions. 
We would perhaps expect that within a ralional system there wou]d exist an inter
relalionship between the budgec and the plan for the next year, but such 
interrelationship is hatd to detect. The decisions made by the Ministry of Finance on the 
plan and by the Parliamenl on the budget does not change the auitude of the ministries 
to any appreciable extent. The next plan is made as optimistically as the one before, just 
as we might expect if we adhered Lo a political and not to a technical view on planning. 

The results also point to a factor which we have touched upon Loo slightly in this 
paper. The magnitude of Lhe variation from one plan to another, from a plan Lo 
subsequent budgets and from budgeLs IO subsequent plans seems to be corrclaLe<l to the 
type of issues being in volved. We could say that the more programmable the decisions 
are, that is the more recurrent they are in naturc and the more they are regulated by laws 
and ordinances, the more closely expenditures in plans and budgets concur.H This can 
be seen for instance regarding salaries LO be paid to governmental cmployees. But as we 
move to new projects and Lo investment cxpendiLures the differences betwecn plans and 
budgets are enormous. That is, the more political the situation, the less likely we are LO 
succeed in formalized <lecision-making. And here we have touched upan the paradox of 
technical planning: The more we nee<l planning according to the technical vision, the 
less likely this planning is Lo succeed. The inability to appreciate this paradox lies at the 
root of the tragedy in attempting to apply lechnical planning to political conditions. 

8. Summary

Planning is a decision-making process in which many decisions are made
simultaneously with an orientation toward future consequenccs of those decisions. 
Planning as such is growing more frequent. The question is no1 whether planning but 

what ·type of planning. There cxists man y types of planning. 
Certain types of planning are well suited to thc conditions of the planning system. 

Other types of planning are not equally well suited lO these conditions. When the 
attempted type o[ planning runs contrary to the conditions favoring planning, we can 
talk about piemature programming of planning. 

The prernature programming of planning can be seen to arise because it is not 
always percieved by political and administrative actors to be in their interest to 
.institullonalize planning that fils the circumstances. When causal and intenLional 
facwrs thus run counter to eachother we get premature programming. 

A common type of such programrning occurs when powerful actors percieve it to 
be in Lheir inter�st to initiate a technica\ planning system with an emphasis on formal 
plans and allocations of resources to existing programs, but when the conditions of 
planning favor political planning, that is when the conditions are not a centralized as 
would be needed for a successful technical planning. An increasing number o[ 
empirical studies point out the wastefulness of these attempts at giving the Kíng 
nonexisLent new clothes. 

l


